
So where should you head to for the world’s most characterful restaurants and 
impossibly charming bistros and pâtisseries? Alors, Paris, where else?
Words and city photographs SHAHEEN PEERBHAI Recipes and recipe photographs DORIE GREENSPAN

Paris
When visiting Paris 

you can be sure 
of one thing—no 
matter how long you 

estimate your holiday to last, you will 
always need more days to eat your 
way through the city.

What I love most about Paris 
is that there is a boulangerie at 
practically every corner. It’s hard 
to simply walk past one without 
popping in to buy a baguette or pain 
au chocolat (puff pastry with dark 
chocolate filling). More often than 
not, I pick up the baguette de tradition 
(baguette without any additives) 
from my favourite boulangerie, Eric 
Kayser, and nibble on it as I walk 
around the city.

Paris is packed with phenomenal 
pâtisseries with dreamy window 
displays and quaint corner cafés that 
lure you inside with their chalkboard 
menus. I suggest renting an 
apartment or studio in Montmartre, 
strolling in the Jardin des Tuileries, 
and sitting in cafés watching the 
people walk by. You can do this for 
weeks on end and never get bored. 

To feel like a true Parisian, even 
if only for a few days, stroll down 
the meandering streets, inhale the 
smell of fresh vegetables at a morning 
market, and buy a wheel of very 
stinky cheese and warm, crusty 
baguettes to go with it. Investing in 
an old-school beret while you’re at it 
is optional.

It’s not just about 
traditional boeuf 
bourguignon (slow 
cooked beef stew) 
and the ubiquitous 
croque monsieur (open-
faced sandwich with 
ham, cheese and 
béchamel sauce) in 
Paris. Because of the 
various ethnic pockets 
in the city, you will 
find a variety of food 
to choose from: from Vietnamese 
bánh mì sandwiches, Japanese udon 
soup and Kerala beef fry to Moroccan 
couscous, Mexican mole and 
American cheese burgers.

France has its own share of 
festivals spread throughout the year. 
My favourite kinds are those where 
food is involved. Keep an eye out for 
the following: January 6th, celebrated 
with a Galette de Rois, an almond 
cream-filled cake to mark Epiphany; 
La Chandeleur on 2nd February, the 
day when you can eat your weight in 
crêpes; Macaron Day on March 20th; 
and the annual harvest festival, Fêtes 
des Vendages in the fall.

Bonne chance!

Cookbook 

author, multiple 

James Beard 

and IACP award 

winner, and 

part-time Paris 

resident, Dorie 

Greenspan 

shares recipes 

from her 

bestselling 

cookbooks for a 

quintessential 

French meal 

you can 

recreate in your 

home.

Roasted peppers
Serves 4 n 45 minutes - 1 hour  
n EASY  

large red and yellow bell peppers 5, 
preferably not green 
salt (preferably fleur de sel) and 
freshly ground pepper to season
fresh parsley, basil, rosemary or 
thyme leaves or a combination + 
extra for serving
garlic cloves 1–2, split, germ removed, 
and very thinly sliced (optional)
extra-virgin olive oil 125ml

n Centre a rack in the oven and 
preheat the oven to 220°C. Line a 
baking sheet with a silicone baking 
mat, parchment paper, or aluminum foil 
(this is a good job for nonstick foil).
n Wash and dry the peppers, put them 
on the baking sheet, and roast them, 
turning them every 15 minutes, until 
some of the skin on every side of the 
peppers is blistered, 45 to 60 minutes. 
The peppers may collapse and some 
may seep some juice — that’s fine. 
Transfer the peppers to a bowl (be 
careful — that juice is very hot), cover 
the bowl with foil, and let the peppers 
rest until they are cool enough to 
handle.
n In the meantime, pull out a Pyrex 
loaf pan or, if you plan to serve the 
peppers soon, a large platter, preferably 
one with a slightly raised rim.
n Working with 1 pepper at a time 
and working over the bowl, remove 

EASY FRENCH MENU
T Provençal Vegetable Soup
T Roasted Peppers
T Roast Chicken for Les Paresseux
T Traditional Madeleines
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the stem, let the liquid drain from the 
pepper, and separate the peel from 
the flesh. You can usually do this with 
your fingers, but if a little peel sticks 
stubbornly, scrape it away with a paring 
knife. Cut the pepper open along its 
natural separations — depending on the 
pepper, this will mean cutting it in half 
or thirds — and scrape away the seeds 
and ribs on the inside. Place the pepper 
pieces cut side down in the loaf pan (or 
on the platter), season with salt and 
pepper, strew with herb leaves and garlic 
slices, if you’re using them, and pour 
over some olive oil. (If you’re working on 
a platter, you can just brush the peppers 
with oil). Continue until all the peppers 
are in the pan (or on the platter).
n If you’ve got time, cover and chill 
before serving, garnished with fresh 
herbs.
n If you haven’t already done so, 
arrange the peppers on a platter, 
moistening each layer with some of the 
oil. Scatter over fresh herbs and serve 
with a peppermill and some plate-
cleaning bread. The peppers are fine 
at room temperature and nice slightly 
chilled.
n Covered well, the peppers will keep 
in the refrigerator for about 5 days. If 
you plan to keep them this long, you 
might think about packing them in a 
canning jar and making sure they’re 
covered with oil.
BONNE IDÉE  

ROASTED PEPPER VINAIGRETTE

If you’ve kept the peppers for a day or 
more, the oil you poured over them 
will be extremely flavourful and make 
a delicious vinaigrette. I make my 
vinaigrette in a mini processor using  
1/2 roasted pepper, 1 tbsp sherry 

vinegar, 1/4 cup of the pepper oil, and 
salt and pepper to taste. If you like, you 
can make the vinaigrette without the 
roasted pepper — it will be more subtle.

Roast Chicken for Les 
Paresseux
Serves 4 n 1 hour 30 minutes n EASY 

olive oil

slice bread 1 thick slice or 2 slices
whole chicken 2kgs, preferably free-

range (reserve the liver if it came with 
the chicken), at room temperature
salt and pepper freshly ground
rosemary, thyme and oregano 2 
sprigs each
garlic head 1, cut horizontally in half, 
unpeeled
dry white wine or water about 160ml 
(optional)
baby potatoes 4, scrubbed and 
quartered (optional)
carrots 2, trimmed, peeled, and cut 
into thick chunks (optional)
shallots 4, left whole, or 1 onion, 
quartered (optional)

n Centre a rack in the oven and 
preheat the oven to 230°C.
n Rub the inside of a high-sided 
casserole with oil and place the bread 
in the centre of the pot. Season the 
chicken inside and out with salt and 
pepper. Put the liver, if you’ve got it, 
inside the chicken and toss in a half 
sprig of each of the herbs as well as 
one half of the garlic. Put the chicken in 
the pot, resting it on the bread. Put the 
other garlic half in the pot, along with 
the remaining herbs, and pour in a few 
tbsp each of oil and the wine or water, 
if you’re using it. Slide the pot into the 
oven.
n If you’d like to roast the vegetables 
with the chicken, wait until the chicken 
has roasted for 45 minutes. Then toss 
the potatoes, carrots, and shallots 
with enough olive oil to give them a 
shine, season generously with salt and 
pepper, and scatter them around the 
chicken. Roast the chicken undisturbed 
for about 45 minutes more — a total of 
about 90 minutes — or until the skin 
is crackly and crisp and the juices run 
clear when you pierce the thickest 
part of the thigh with the tip of a knife. 
Remove the chicken from the oven.
n If you’re feeling really lazy, you can 
leave the chicken in the pot for 5 to 
10 minutes to rest before serving. If 
you’ve got a bit more get-up-and-go, 
to get the juices back into the breast 
meat, put a cereal bowl at one end of a 
large platter and transfer the chicken, 
breast side down, to the platter. Let 
it rest under a foil tent, tail leaning 

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
n Speaking French is surely an advantage, but if you don’t, 
these few words will help you get by: “Bonjour, vous parlez 

anglais?” (Hello, do you speak English?), spoken with such 
an innocent look that one can’t ever say no. Chances are, 
the Parisian you are talking to knows a fair amount of 
English, and will try to help you out.
n Many places offer a fixed price menu or formule for 
lunch. This usually comprises dishes that are a good 
representation of the restaurant, and are economical too.
n To ask for the bill at the end of the meal, say, ‘L’addition, 

s’il vous plait!’ The price includes the service charge, so 
you’re not required to tip.

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO
n Even if you resort to trying one new cheese a day for a 
year, you couldn’t eat all the types of cheese in France. But 
here’s a good start that covers cheeses ranging from mild 
to strong, soft to hard: Brie, Comté, Chèvre, Camembert, 
Roquefort.
n When you buy an AOC marked product, you can be sure 
of the quality. An AOC (L’appellation d’origine controlee) 
status is conferred upon a product only when it fulfills 
the quality and know-how standard set for products 
(wine, cheese, cider, honey, etc) hailing from a particular 
geographical region. 

Fresh baguettes de tradition
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on the bowl and pointing up, for 
approximately 5 to 10 minutes.
n Should you want a little pan sauce — 
and you’ll only get a little — spoon the 
vegetables, if you’ve got them, into a 
bowl, remove the bread, and skim off 
as much of the fat remaining in the pot 
as possible. Put the pot over high heat, 
and when the liquid boils, pour in about 
120ml wine or water and cook, scraping 
up whatever bits may have stuck to 
the bottom of the pot. Remove from 
the heat.
n Carve the chicken and serve with the 
sauce, if you made it.
n Leftover chicken can be covered and 
refrigerated for 3 to 4 days.

Provençal vegetable 
soup
Serves 6 n 50 minutes  
n MODERATELY EASY 

extra-virgin olive oil 30ml
large onion 1, finely chopped
garlic cloves 4, split, germ removed, 
and finely chopped
salt and white pepper, freshly ground
vegetable broth or water 1.5l
parsley sprigs 3
thyme sprigs 2
rosemary sprig 1
bay leaf 1
slender carrots 2, trimmed, peeled, 
halved lengthwise, and cut into 1/4-inch 
half-moons
small potato 1, peeled and cut into 

1/2-inch cubes
small pasta (fusilli, or mini penne) 50g
green beans 100g, trimmed and cut 
into 1  1/2-inch lengths
boiled chickpeas or canned cannellini 

beans 1 cup, rinsed 
medium zucchini 1, trimmed, halved 
lengthwise, and cut into 1/2-inch half-
moons
medium tomatoes 2, peeled, seeded, 
and cut into small cubes, or a handful 
of cherry tomatoes, cut into cubes (no 
need to peel or seed)
fresh corn 1 ear, husked and kernels 
sliced off

TO SERVE

basil pesto to finish
extra-virgin olive oil to finish
fresh basil leaves 12, torn or cut into 
shreds
Parmesan cheese to serve, grated or 
shaved

n Pour the olive oil into a large 
casserole and warm it over medium 
heat. Add the onion and garlic, season 
fairly generously with salt (about 3/4 
tsp), and white pepper (about 1/4 tsp), 
lower the heat, and cook, stirring, until 
the onion is soft, about 10 minutes. Add 
the broth or water and herbs and bring 
to a boil, then reduce the heat to low 
and simmer for 5 minutes.
n Stir in the carrots and potato and 
cook for 10 minutes. Add the pasta 
and cook for 10 minutes, then stir in 
the beans (green and canned) and 
zucchini and cook for 10 minutes more. 
(This is not a soup in which any of the 
vegetables should be crunchy.) Finally, 
add the tomatoes and corn kernels and 
cook for 3 minutes.
n Finish the soup with some pesto, 
drizzle with a little olive oil, and 
scatter the basil over the top. Top with 
Parmesan, or pass the cheese at the 
table.
n To serve, you can add the pesto to 
the soup in the pot, or you can ladle the 
soup into bowls and add a big spoonful 
to each serving. Either way, top each 
bowl with a few drops of olive oil and 
scatter over the fresh basil leaves. You 
can add some Parmesan or pass it at 

MINI GUIDE 
EAT
RESTAURANTS AND CAFÉS

n Bistrot Paul Bert is what you’ve always imagined 
Paris to be – great ambience and delicious bistro food. 
Reservation recommended (18, Rue Paul-Bert). 
n Café de Flore Here you can picture what Paris might 
have been like in the 1920s, while sipping hot chocolate. 
(172, Boulevard Saint-Germain).
n Breizh Café Fantastic crêpes (try the one made with 
Bordier seaweed butter) and Breton galettes made with 
organic buckwheat flour. (109, Rue Vieille du Temple).

CHEAP EATS

n L’As du Fallafel The wait for Paris’ most famous falafel 
sandwich can last up to 45 minutes. Buy one to go and 
then walk around in the trendy Marais neighbourhood 
(34, Rue des Rosiers). 
n Cosi Go here for great sandwiches. Try the Inès made 
of dried Tyrol ham, ricotta cheese with walnuts and 
lemon (54, Rue de Seine).
n Saigon Sandwich The tiny shop offers three types of 
terrific bánh mì that, at € 2.50 a sandwich, will probably 
be the best value for money you will get in Paris (8, Rue 
de la Présentation).

MUST EAT 

Try the oysters at Huiterie Regis (3, Rue Montfaucon), 
the French onion soup at Au Pied de Cochon (6, Rue 
Coquillière), the baguette at Eric Kayser (maison-kayser.
com) and the tartine made with Poilâne bread at Cuisine 

de Bar (38, Rue Debelleyme).

SWEET TREATS

At Angelina, stop by for superlative hot chocolate and 
Mont Blanc, a meringue and chestnut pastry with 
whipped cream (226, Rue de Rivoli). Try the Paris Brest 
at La Pâtisserie des Rêves, choux pastry filled with 
praline-flavoured cream (lapatisseriedesreves.com). At 
Pierre Hermé, try the Ispahan, a macaron filled with rose, 
lychee and raspberries at (pierreherme.com). Patrick 

Roger is best for pralines (patrickroger.com) and for 
éclairs, try Fauchon (26, Place de la Madeleine).

Apple and blackcurrant juice
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the table.
n The soup can be kept covered in the 
refrigerator for up to 2 days, but after 
you reheat it, the pasta will be pretty 
mushy. If the soup thickens too much 
in the fridge, as it probably will, thin it 
with a little water or broth.

Traditional madeleines
Makes 12 large or 36 mini  
n 30 minutes + chilling n EASY 

all-purpose flour 80g
baking powder 3/4 tsp
salt a pinch
sugar 110g
zest of 1 lemon, finely grated
large eggs 2, at room temperature
pure vanilla extract 2 tsp
unsalted butter 85g, melted and 
cooled
confectioners’ sugar for dusting

n Whisk together the flour, baking 
powder and salt.
n Working in a mixer bowl, or in a 
large bowl, rub the sugar and lemon 
zest together with your fingertips 
until the sugar is moist and fragrant. 
Add the eggs to the bowl. Working 
with the whisk attachment, or with a 
hand mixer, beat the eggs and sugar 
together on medium-high speed until 
pale, thick and light, 2 to 3 minutes. 
Beat in the vanilla. With a rubber 
spatula, very gently fold in the dry 
ingredients, followed by the melted 
butter. Press a piece of plastic wrap 
against the surface of the batter and 
refrigerate for at least 3 hours, or for 
up to 2 days. This long chill period will 
help the batter form the hump that 
is characteristic of madeleines. (For 
convenience, you can spoon the batter 
into the Madeleine moulds, cover and 
refrigerate, then bake the cookies 
directly from the fridge; see below for 
instructions on prepping the pans.)
n Getting ready to bake: Centre a rack 
in the oven and preheat the oven to 

200ºC. Butter 12 full-size madeleine 
moulds, or up to 36 mini madeleine 
moulds, dust the insides with flour and 
tap out the excess. Or, if you have a 
nonstick mould (or moulds), give it a 
light coating of vegetable spray. If you 
have a silicone pan, no prep is needed. 
Place the pan(s) on a baking sheet.
n Spoon the batter into the moulds, 
filling each one almost to the top. Don’t 
worry about spreading the batter 
evenly; the oven’s heat will take care of 
that. Bake large madeleines for  
11 to 13 minutes, and minis for about 
8 to 10 minutes, or until they are 
golden and the tops spring back when 
touched. Remove the pan(s) from the 
oven and release the madeleines from 
the moulds by rapping the edge of the 
pan against the counter. Gently pry any 
recalcitrant madeleines from the pan 
using your fingers or a butter knife. 
Transfer the cookies to a rack to cool to 
just warm or to room temperature. 
n If you are making minis and have 
more batter, bake the next batch(es), 
making certain that you cool, then 
properly butter the pan or pans and 
flour or spray them before baking the 
next batch. 
nJust before serving, dust the 
madeleines with confectioners’ sugar.
n Serve the cookies when they are 
only slightly warm or when they 
reach room temperature, with tea or 
espresso.
n Although the batter can be kept in 
the refrigerator for up to 2 days, the 
madeleines should be eaten soon after 
they are made. You can keep them 
overnight in a sealed container, but 
they really are better on day 1. If you 
must store them, wrap them airtight 
and freeze them; they’ll keep for up to 
2 months.

“Provencal Vegetable Soup”, “Roasted Peppers” and “Roast Chicken for Les Parresseux” from AROUND 
MY FRENCH TABLE by Dorie Greenspan. Copyright © 2010 by Dorie Greenspan. Reprinted by permission of 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.
“Traditional Madeleines” from BAKING: FROM MY HOME TO YOURS by Dorie Greenspan. Copyright © 2006 by 
Dorie Greenspan. Reprinted by permission of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.

DO
Bastille Market One of Paris’ largest outdoor food 
markets that’s bustling with vendors screaming “Un 
Euro! Un Euro!” and offering free tastings (Boulevard 
Richard Lenoir). 
Rue Mouffetard Market A must visit on Sunday 
morning – the walk down the cobblestone Rue 
Mouffetard market is a typical Parisian experience with 
live musicians to add to the charm. The street is lined 
with fresh produce, butchers, tiny restaurants, bakeries 
and cheese shops (Rue Mouffetard).
La Grande Epicerie Here, you are sure to find 
everything you ever wanted, from butter, chocolates 
and chestnut paste to lesser known spices and olive oils, 
packaged beautifully enough for a jewellery store (38, 
Rue de Sèvres).

SLEEP
New Orient Hotel Here, you pay a modest ` 7,000 for a 
double room (16, Rue de Constantinople) or you could 
splurge at Hotel Le Bristol (lebristolparis.com) by 
shelling out upwards of € 35,000 a night. Dine at their 
three starred Michelin restaurant if you fancy. 

MUST BUY
Madeleine pan, copper tarte tatin pan and canelé 
moulds at Mora (13, Rue Montmatre).
Lavender, Fleur de Sel, Cubeb peppers, Caramel chips, 
Valrhona Chocolate at G. Detou (58, Rue Tiquetonne).
Chestnut honey at Maison du Miel (24, Rue Vignon).
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A vendor hawking his wares at Bastille Market
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